
UNITED STATES
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20549-3010

March 10, 2009

Keith S. Crow
Kirkland & Ells LLP
200 East Randolph Drive
Chicago, IL 60601

Re: ConocoPhillips

Incoming letter dated Januar 9, 2009

Dear Mr. Crow:

Ths is in response to your letter dated January 9,2009 concernng the shareholder
proposal submitted to ConocoPhillips by Antonio L. Quintas. We also have received a
letter from thè proponent dated January 15,2009. Our response is attached to the
enclosed photocopy of your correspondence. By doing this, we avoid having to recite or -
sumarze the facts set forth in the correspondence. Copies of all of the correspondence
also will be provided to the proponent.

In connection with this matter, your attention is directed to the enclosure, which
sets forth a brief discussion of the Division's informal procedures regarding shareholder
proposals.

Sincerely,

 
 

Senior Special Counsel

Enclosures

cc: Antonio L. Quintas
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March 10, 2009

Response of the Office of Chief Counsel
Division of Corporation Finance

Re: ConocoPhillps

Incoming letter dated Januar 9, 2009

The proposal recommends that the Committee on Directors' Affairs should
consider whether director nominees have criminal records and that nominees without a
clean criminal'record should be dismissed.

We are unable to concur in your view that ConocoPhillps may exclude the
proposal under rule 14a-8(i)( 4). Accordingly, we do not believe that ConocoPhillps may
omit the proposal from its proxy materials in reliance on rule 14a-8(i)(4).

We are unable to concur in your view that ConocoPhilips may exclude the
proposal under rule 14a-8(i)(10). Accordingly, we do not believe that ConocoPhillps
may omit the proposal from its proxy materials in reliance on rule 14a-8(i)(10).

Sincerely,

 
Damon Colbert
Attorney-Adviser



DIVSION OF CORPORATION FINANCE
 
,INFORM PROCEDURS REGARING SHAREHOLDER PROPOSALS
 

The Division of Corporation Finance believes that its responsibility with respect to 
matters arising under Rule 14a-8 (17 CFR 240. 
 14a-8), as with other matters under the praxy 
rules, is to aid those who must comply with the rule by offering informal advice and 
 suggestions 
and to determine, initially, whether or not it may be appropriate in a paricular matter to '
 

recommend enforcement action to the Commission. In connection with a shareholder proposal 
under Rule 14a-8, the Division's staff considers the info'ration fuished to it by the Company 
in support of its intention 
 to exclude the proposals 
 from the Company's proxy 
 materials, as well
as any information fushed by the proponent or the proponent's representative. 

Although Rule 14a-8(k) does not require any communcations from shareholders to the 
Commission's Stê:iff, the staffwil always consider information concernng alleged violatIons of 
the statutes administered by-the Commission, including arguent as to whether or not activities 
proposed to be taken would be violative ofthe statute or rule involved. The receipt by the staff 
of such information, however, should not be constred as changig the staffs informal
 

procedures and proxy review into a formal or adversar procedure. 

It is important to note that the staffs and Commission's no-action responses to 
Rule 14a-8(j) submissions reflect only informal views. The determinations reached in these no
action letters do not and canot adjudicate the merits of a company's position with respect to the 
proposal. Only a cour such as a U.S. Distrct Cour can decide whether a company is obligated
 

, to include shareholder proposals in its proxy materials: Accordinglya discretionar 
determination not to recommend or take Commission enforcement action, does not preclude a 
proponent, or any shareholder of a company, from pursuing any rights he or she may have against 
the company in cour, should the management omit the proposal from the company's proxy 
material. 
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January 15, 2009

Office of Chief Counsel
Di vision of Corporate Finance
Securi ties and Exchange Commission
450 Fifth Street, N. W.
Washington, D.C. 20549

Re. : Shareholder Proposal by A. L. Quintas- Securities and
Exchange Act of 1934-Rule 14a-8. Letter of Kirkland & Ellis LLP of
January 9, 2009 on behalf of ConocoPhillips (' Company' ). No Action
Request.

Ladies and Gentlemen:

I would like commenting on the above subject letter as follows:

1- The 2009 Proposal

1.1- The proposal is a genuine proposal in the best interests of
the shareholders of the Company at large. I f voted and approved it
will not force ConocoPhillips into any settlement of the alleged
personal grievance invoqued more than18 times in the Company's 14
page letter;

1.2- Contrary to what is said, the motivation for the proposal lies
in the current financial
criminal investigations and
having a Board of Directors
strengthen ConocoPhil lips;

markets upheaval that has prompted
detentions. The proponent believes that
wi th an immaculate criminal record will

1.3- The Company recognizes that corporate governance guidelines
don't bar the nomination and eventual election of candidates to the
Board with a past criminal record - page 13, 4th paragraph( 'ph').
It claims, however, that it has substantially implemented the
proposal because it" runs a criminal background check on all
candidates to directors with their initial nomination". This ckeck
appears absent from the Company's guidelines, is no guarantee by
itself, that minor crimes or more severe older crimes will not be
tolerated.
1.4- If the Company were to clarify that its criteria for
directorate, highest personal and professional ethics , integrity an
values, good character and judgments were only compatible with a
clean criminal record in the initial and subsquent nominations; the
proponent would recall the proposal, that is a mere recommendation
to the Board of the Company.

2.0- The 2007 and 2009 Proposals and Request for Non-Action Relief

2. i - The Company contends that the proponent was crude and
offensive when it tabled the 2007 proposal, included in the exhibit
C of the Company's letter, where id advocated that "nominees with a
past record of child abuse and/or homosexual behavior should be

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16*** 



, 

dismissed". Is an argument central to the Company's position,
 
mentioned in the letter at least four times- Page 2, 3rd ph; page 5,
 
1st ph; page 9, 2ph; and page 11, 3rd ph;
 

2.2- The motivation behind the 2007 proposal was the much
 
publicized problems that an european oil company, in the same peer
 
group than ConocoPhillips, had with the homosexuality of one of its
 
leading directors. He left the Board. The image of the company was
 
tarnished and the unity of the board destroyed. Regardless of
 
whatever may be said, including the legal rights of the minorities,
 
the public likes seeing in the boards of leading companies capable,
 
stable family persons, without deviating behaviors.
 
~his was the real motivation of the 2007 proposal, none of the
 
slander that permeates the Company's letter;
 

2.3- When the proponent perceived from the Company i s statement of
 
opposi tion that the proposal could foment suspicion regarding the
 
moral standards of the Company Directors, he immediately recalled
 
the proposal, even before the Commission ruled that the efforts of
 
the proponent to attend. the 2006 shareholders meeting were not
 
adequate. see attachment one.
 

2.4- The Company has relentlessly attempted to censor all the
 
proposals; none of them had any merIt.

The 2007 and 2009 proposals/ follow up statements were a meager 25 
lines combined. Yet, they drew an opposition of twenty pages.
 
The Company appears to be retaining some of the best law firms in
 
tne U. S. for the censorship compaign, and now. complains bitterly
 
to the Commission that its effort is expensive and time consuming,
 
see page 3, 3rd ph; page 4, 2nd ph; and page 9, Lst ph.
 
This is also timeconsuming to the proponent that wants to see 1 ts
 
2009 proposal voted upon by the shareholders of the' Company.
 

2.5- Now. the Company wants a future no-action relief for all 
putative equal or similar proposals. Indirectly,
 the Company is

saying . that will continue with its censorship.
 It want from the .
 
Commission a ' censors stamp';
 

2.6- Had the proponent filed year after year the same proposal or
 
materially identical proposal, or more than one proposal, the
 
action relief request could have some merit. The proposals of
 
proponent were totally different. The 2007 and 2009 proposals are
 
both on the topic of the qualifications of the directors, but they
 
have a di fferent core, see exhibit A and C of the Company's letter;
 

2.7- 'The proponent believes that to stifle one of the fundamental
 
rights of a shareholder. that of submitting his ideas to the
 
scrutiny of the other shareholders, ought to be done with great
 
parsimony and on the face of very clear evidence.
 

3- Personal Grievance, Rule 14a-8(i)(4). 
3.1- As the records of the Commission show both the Company and the
 
proponent have claimed mutual personal grievances dating back to
 
1996, arising, from an employment relationship that terminated in
 
1990 ; 

3.2- In 2002, initially in 2005, and 2006, the Commission did not
 
attend the reasons stated by the Company;
 

3.3-Thls year the Company is bringing the case of the personal

grievance, that had abandoned, to the fore aga in.. It claims in 
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in short:
 

3.3. i - The proponent started abusing the shareholder process in
~99~ - page 2, 2nd ph : 
3.3.2- The proponent showed disregard for the stockholder process

by failing to attend the 2006 annual meeting, send a
representative or provide a reasonable excuse, page 84th ph; 
3.3.3- As evidence of the abuse the Company attaches the
 
proponent's letter of March 7, 2006. in exhibit B, and for the
 
first time mentions a telephone conversation between the Company's
 
Senior Counsel and the proponent in 2001. page 2, 4th ph and page
 
7, 4 th ph.;
 

And concludes that the proponent is just harassing the Company Into
 
offering him a financial settlement, corroborated by twenty appeals
 
in the period 1990-1999, page 10., 1st ph., and page i. 1st phi
 

3.4- The proponent would rather ignore these contentions, because
 
there" j s no J ink to' the meri ts and eventual' approval and

applicati on' of the 2009 proposal. But. as the contentions are 
pungent and extense,the -proponent is forced to dwell over them for

the sake of repl acing the truth: 
3.4.1- The phone call. mentioned in 3.3.3. went like this from the

proponent's side: 
"You know that I was terminated because used the Company's phone on
 
family calls, but before senior executives called me and pointed
 
the f Inger that I was fomenting the denouncement of wrong practices
 
that were not true, and that I had no future. I said r would quit
 
if my work was not good, that was not the question. Who has not in
 
the Company received or made a phone cal l? Haven't you?
 

Wi th a work and a residence permit canceled I had to leave, and the
 
Company neglected for "33 months to ship my household goods and
 
personal belongings, every 3 months 1 wrote asking for the
 
shipment as per the contract.
 

You also know that in 1993 the Company 
 proposed to change its

records on my termination. The termination papers for cause would
 
disappear, and would be replaced by new papers that I was released
 
because of lack of work. r would be paid a sum of money for every
 
year of employment and the Company would also write a recommenda7
 
tion letter. (an extract of this proposal is the Commission's

files) . 
Two of my counter proposals were: you leave the papers as they are,
 
pay for the 33 months and other documented costs. Recall the
 
termination and I qui L ; we exchange letters, dnd I leave to the
 
Company the payment of the moneys they owe me.
 

The problem I have with the Company is this: if it can so easily
 
vice its records on .a matter of employment. What can not it do on
 
other things?
 
Because of this I wanted to make, as a shareholder, a presentation
 
to Ethics Committee of the Board on the need to strengthen the
 
application of the Code of Ethics. I wrote a letter every year to
 
the' Chairman, and only when him started refusing the letters and
 
returning them to me unopen ( evidence of this is with the
 
Commission) is that in 1996 I made my first proposal on ethics.
 

tfitlig neä~' §e~llo~(§¡l~Y, t1O~Jmff~~ et . iùebaVewm~ ipn~ l~ca:i i 



you have been going to the SEC writing page after page that my
 
proposals are worthless that r am full of vile against the Company,
 
this for me is not proper. I f two persons have a problem, it does
 
help go to others and complain about each other.
 

As far as withdrawing this year's proposal 1 will not do it, you
 
can reword it, I have no problem"
 

The Company's Senior Counsel said to the proponent that he had his

llmi tations; 

3.4.2. -The statement of the Company that the proponent disregarded
 
the stockholder process in 2006 is groundless. The letter of the
 
proponent to the Commission dated January 22. 2007 detailed the
 
steps that the proponent undertook in connection with the Annual
 
Meeting of the Company in 2006. It was not good enough for the
 
Commission, but it was not the neglect that the Company invokes:,
 

The day before the meeting the proponent sent a fax to the
 
Secretary of the Company informing him, and by copy the PreSident
 
of the Company that he would be absent, and asked for a statement
 
of support to be read at the annual meeting. The fax was well
 
received and given to the Secretary in time. But the President and
 
the Secretary of ConocoPhillips neglected to inform, at least, the

shareholders that: the proponent gavè 'notice' of his absence. ' see 
Çittachment two;
 

3.4.3- Concerning the letter in exhibit B of the Company's letter.
 
immediately upon learning that was wrongly interpreted by the
 
Company as 'black mailing', the proponent recalled the letter.
 

The proponent has recognized before the Commission that he made a
 
mistake offering to recall the 2005 proposal.
 

The proponent believes that his shareholders rights for 2009 and
 
future years should not be encumbered because of the said mistake.

see attachment three. 

The proponent does not want any offers of money or others from the
 
Company as it is claimed, they would be rej ected.
 

Cordially yours.
 

~~ ël~":
 
A. L. Quintas
 

SEC - 6 copies
 
Secretary of ConocoPhillips - one copy
 
Kirkland & Ellis, LLP, Mr. K. S. Crow, P. C. - one copy
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A ttachment one - two pages
 



 
 

 
 

 

 

March 7, 2007

Mr. J. J. Mul va
President and C. E. O.
ConocoPhillips
600 North Dairy Ashford
Houston, Texas 77079

Re: Shareholder Proposal of A. L. Quintas to the 2007 Annual Meeting

'Dear Mr. Mulva:

I received late yes terday, by UPS.' the Statement of Opposition to the
the proposal I submi tted .

While believing that Directors of ConocoPhil lips should be reputed to
have the hi ghest moral standards. Convinced that that Directors with
low moral record of chi id abuse and/or public homosexual behavior mine
the credibility of the Board of ConocoPhillips, and should be
dismissed. Taking into consideration that this matter is still taboo
for some; in the opposirion filed with the S.E.C.. ConocoPhillips
labeled the proposal unusual and inappropriate. Learning that the
Board recommends a vote against the proposal based on the principles
of the Equal Employment Opportunity Policy - a major governing
document of the Company. Realizing that the inclusion of the Proposal
in the Proxy Materials cou id be interpreted by some shareholders as an
attack to the Equal Employment Opportunity Policy, and could
conceivably foment suspicion regarding the moral standards of current
Directors.
Thus, I am not opposed that ConocoPhillips omits my proposal from the
2007 Proxy documents. You may inform the S.E.C. if you so wish.

. Cordially yours,~.~'-.
A. L. Quintas

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16*** 
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Attachment two - + pages
 



 
 

 
 

 
 

January 22, 2007

Office of Chief Counsel
Division of Corporate Finance
Securi ties and Exchange Commiss¡on
450 Fifth Street, N. W.
Washington, D.C. 20549

-vdc-a/Yad eo~
. ~úYy 0/ C!VL/ .J7h.

O~-l?'¿d åA-d t'~À
an~d ~~ ¡ßrn
v"9vi'¿.R~ . ./' V ~ ,cjJ~nra.

o//zz/a.7,
Re.: Shareholder Proposal of A. L. Quintas to ConocoPhillips. Lettèr
of kirkeland & Ellis LLP of January 12, 2007. Rule 14a-8 (h) (3) .

Ladies and Gentlemen:

1) ConocoPhillips failed to deliver the notice of the date of the 2006
annual meeting in good time. While the annual report was sent with a
one month advance from Germany, by priority mail ( exhibit one), the
notice of the annual meeting was sent from New Zealand ( !) and not by
priority mail ( exhibit two). The notice was dropped in the mail box of
the proponent on May 2, 2006, seven days before the 2006 annual meeting.
In all other matters regarding the 2006 annual meeting, conocoPhillips
corresponded with the proponent by express mail, UPS (exhibit three).

2) ConocoPhillips misrepresents completely the facts of the phone call
of May .2, 2006, in the first paragraph of page 4. The Company (karen)
called the proponent on May 2, 2006, at 7.30 PM, regarding the
attendance of the annual meeting. The proponent said that he had just
received the notice, tried to book a flight to Houston. but the
flights were f~lly booked. He said, further, that it was unlikely that
he 'could attend personally, but would inform ConocoPhillips of its
final decision.

3) Confronted wi th such a short deadline and unable to secure a flight
to Houston, the proponent took the following steps: 3.1- called on a
few friends in the USA to represent him, but because the companies
they worked for, had business with ConocoPhillips, they declined
( exhibit four); 3.2 - called a few attorneys in the Houston area whodecl ined act ing as a representative. Only Mr. G. P. Monks of the
Houston law firm Monks, Monks and Monks, LLP, referred the proponent
to a colleague, who might be willing to do the job. After talking on
the phone and sending a fax (exhibit five), for reasons beyond his
control, the representation failed.

4) Thus, the proponent informed ConocoPhillips that would neither
attend nor send a represeniative to the annual meeting, exhibit D of
the letter in reference. Faced with an inadequate advance notice of
the 2006 annual meeting ( the burden of the proof is with
ConocoPhiilps), the proponent acted with deligence. Therefore, Rule
14a-8(h) (3) does not apply.

5) ConocoPhillips calls the proposal inappropiate. The proponent
believes that Directors wi th a known unnatural, sexual behävlöur
mirie- ~he, credibility of the Board of ConocoPhill ips.

Cordially yours, ~~~~¿.~.

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16*** 



 
 

 
 

 

 

May 9, 2006

Corporate Secretary
ConocoPhi i lips
600 North Dairy Ashford
Houston, Texas 77079

Dear Sir/Madam,

Please be informed that due to travel dificul ties, I am unable to
attend this year's Annual Meeting of Shareholders. As I have not,
alsucceeded in finding an outside representative, I hereby ask
you to read at tomorrow's meeting, the following statement in
support of the proposal I am submitting for the approval of the
Shareholders of ConocoPhillips:

The proposal does not question the ability of ConocoPhillips to
attract talented members to the Board. The dedication of the
personalities of the Board is not an issue.

It would be fair that all Members of the Board received the same
basic annual cash compensation if their work load was the same.
But, it i.s not. The numbers of meetings they attend - their main
work- varies substantially, see page 12 of the proxy statement of
2006. This distorts the fairness of the current system of
compensation - the same equity and cash compensation.

The Board is collegial: all non-employee members of the Board
should be paid in function of the work they give, paid the same
for a day's work, incidentally not less than the day salary of
the Chairman of the Board; there is no compelling reason for the
difference in the cash compensation of the Chairs of the
Commi ttees to reach hundred per cent - page six of the proxy
statement.

Thus, I believe -it is in the best interest of ConocoPhillips to
have the current scheme of remuneration of non-employee directors
changed to be more equi ta~~. I ask for your support. Thank you.

Very truly yours,

~L9 --.
A. L. Quintas

c.c.: J. J. Mulva, Chairman and C.E.O. ( c.c. internally pls. )

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16*** 
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Attachment three - one page
 



 
 

 
 

 

March 21, 2005

Mr. J. J. Mul va
President and C. E .0.
ConocoPhillips
600 North Dairy Ashford
Houston, Texas 77079

Re: Proposal of shareholder A. L. Quintas to ConocoPhillips' 2005
, ".: ,Annual' Meeting.

Dear Mr. Mul va:

1- In reference to the attachment, BakerBotts claims to the S.E.C.
that I am blackmailing ConocoPhillips.

2- I don't know if this is just l~yer' s rhetoric, or your view and
that of the Board!

3- BakerBotts has unburied the whole case of my proposals to
Phillip::. In the past Phillips disparaged the writer; BakerBotts is
following the same path.

4- The monetary settlement I asked for,: like the request to be
received by the Audit Committee, has been on for many years. It was
opposed to the proposal made to me, by Phillips, while you were the
President, to vice its own records, see attachment, and refused as
unethic.al .

5- I don't what is or will be the S. E. C. iS position on the latest
request of BakerBotts. However, I fear that in case the proposal in
included in the proxy documents, ConocoPhillips either in writing or
verbally at the meeting will follow BakerBott i s lead.

6- In such case, I will withdraw the letter of March 7, 2005 to you,
as well as the proposal. In other words, you decide, and I, ,wlll,
accept. I don't like to called a 'blackmai ler'. And, this is, at the
moment; the best al ternati ve.

"

Very truly yours,~(Ç~
A. L. Quintas

Attachment: three pages.

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16*** 



KIRKLAND &... ELLIS LLP 
AND AffiLIATED PARTNERSHIPS 

200 East Randolph Drive 
Keith S. Crow, P.C. Chicago, Illinois 60601

To Call Writer Directly: 
(312) 861-2181 (312) 861-2000 Facsimile: 

kcrow@kirkland.com (312) 861-2200 
www.kirkland.com 

January 9,2009 

VIA EMAIL
 
Office of Chief Counsel
 
Division of Corporation Finance 
Securities and Exchange Commission
 
100 F Street, N.B.
 
Washington, D.C. 20549 

Re:	 Stockholder Proposal ofMr. Antonio L. Quintas 
Exchange Act of1934--Rule 14a-8 

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen: 

This letter is to inform you that ConocoPhillips ("ConocoPhillips" or the "Company") 
intends to omit from its proxy statement and form of proxy for its 2009 Annual Meeting of 
Stockholders (collectively, the "Proxy Materials") a stockholder proposal and statements in 
support thereof (the "2009 Proposal") received from Mr. Antonio L. Quintas (the "Proponent"). 

Pursuant to Rule 14a-8G), we have: 

•	 filed this letter with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the "Commission") no 
later than eighty (80) calendar days before ConocoPhillips expects to file its definitive 
Proxy Materials with the Commission; and 

•	 concurrently sent copies of this correspondence to the Proponent. 

Rule 14a-8(k) provides that stockholder proponents are required to send companies a 
copy of any correspondence that the proponents elect to submit to the Commission or the staff of 
the Division of Corporation Finance (the "Staff'). Accordingly, we are taking this opportunity to 
inform the Proponent that if the Proponent elects to submit additional correspondence to the 
Commission or the Staff with respect to the 2009 Proposal, a copy of that correspondence should 
concurrently be furnished to the undersigned on behalf of ConocoPhillips pursuant to Rule 14a
8(k). 

Hong Kong London Los Angeles Munich New York Palo Alto San Francisco Washington, D.C. 



KIRKLAND &.. ELLIS LLP 

Office of Chief Counsel 
Division of Corporation Finance 
Securities and Exchange Commission 
January 9, 2009 
Page 2 

HISTORY 

Proponent has an 18 year history of personal animosity against the Company, dating back 
to the termination of his employment for cause in October 1990. Proponent has made numerous 
appeals to Company officers and directors regarding his termination. Indeed, Proponent himself 
stated in writing that he made twenty appeals to company officers and directors in the years 1990 
to 1999 alone. 

Proponent began abusing the shareholder proposal process in 1996 in a further attempt to 
address his personal grievance, and has submitted 10 shareholder proposals since that time. 
Highlights of Proponent's campaign include: 

•	 Crude and offensive tactics. In the 2007 proxy season, Proponent submitted a proposal 
stating that "Nominees [for director] with a past record of child abuse or homosexual 
behavior should be dismissed." The Staff permitted the Company to exclude this 
proposal under Rule 14a-8(h)(3). See Exhibit C to this letter. 

•	 Requests for payments to withdraw proposals. In the 2005 proxy season, Proponent 
sent the Company a letter offering to withdraw his proposal if the Company agreed to 
issue him over 3,000 shares of stock as compensation for the termination of his 
employment 15 years earlier. (Among a variety of claims, Proponent noted that the shares 
would cover $1,300 in shipping damage to his sofa.) After the Company made the Staff 
aware of Proponent's letter, the Staff granted the Company's request to exclude the 2005 
proposal on personal grievance grounds. See Exhibit B to this letter. We have also been 
advised that Mr. Quintas made a similar offer to the Company by telephone during the 
2001 proxy season. 

•	 Extensive correspondence linking grievance to proposals. Mr. Quintas' first proposal 
-- submitted in the 1996 proxy season -- contained an extensive history of the termination 
of his employment. After this proposal was excluded on personal grievance grounds, 
Proponent refined his approach by not directly referring to his grievance in his 
stockholder proposals. However, in each of the 1998, 1999,2000,2001 and 2005 proxy 
seasons, Proponent sent additional correspondence to the Company and/or the Staff 
making clear the link between his grievance and his stockholder proposals. The Staff 
granted the Company's request to exclude Proponent's proposals in each of those years. 

BASES FOR EXCLUSION 

We hereby respectfully request that the Staff concur in our view that the 2009 Proposal 
may be excluded from the Proxy Materials pursuant to: 



KIRKLAND &.. ELLIS LLP 

Office of Chief Counsel 
Division of Corporation Finance 
Securities and Exchange Commission 
January 9, 2009 
Page 3 

•	 Rule 14a-8(i)(4), because the 2009 Proposal relates to the redress of the Proponent's 
personal claims and grievances against the Company, which is not shared by other 
stockholders at large; and 

•	 Rule 14a-8(i)(10), because ConocoPhillips has substantially implemented the 2009 
Proposal. 

In light of the extensive history of this situation, and the considerable time and expense 
incurred by the Company in responding to Proponent's proposals over the years, the Company is 
also requesting future-looking relief with respect to the Proponent under the Cabot Corporation 
(available November 4, 1994) line of no action letters. 

THE 2009 PROPOSAL 

The 2009 Proposal "recommend[s] to the Board that when the Committee on Directors' 
Affairs assess the qualifications of directors nominees, it should probe in their criminal past 
record. Nominees without a clean criminal record, whatever the cause, should be dismissed and 
not be present to election or re-election." 

A copy of the 2009 Proposal and all related correspondence from the Proponent in the 
2009 proxy season is attached to this letter as Exhibit A. 

ANALYSIS 

I. The 2009 Proposal May Be Excluded Pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(4). 

Rule 14a-8(i)(4) permits a company to omit a proposal from its proxy materials if it 
"relates to the redress of a personal claim or grievance against a company or any other person, or 
if it is designed to result in a benefit to [the proponent], or to further a personal interest, which is 
not shared by other stockholders at large." Under Rule 14a-8(c)(4), the predecessor to Rule 14a
8(i)(4), the Commission noted that this stance is designed to "insure that the security holder 
proposal process [is] not abused by proponents attempting to achieve personal ends that are not 
necessarily in the common interest of the issuer's stockholders generally." See Exchange Act 
Release No. 34-19135 (October 14, 1982) (the "1982 Release"). In the 1982 Release, the Staff 
further instructed that even proposals presented in broad terms in an effort to suggest that they 
are of general interest to all stockholders may nevertheless be omitted from a proxy statement 
when "if it is clear from the facts ...that the proponent is using the proposal as a tactic designed to 
redress a personal grievance or further a personal interest." The 2009 Proposal, though not 
evident on its face, is designed solely for the benefit of the Proponent and relates to a long
standing and well documented dispute with the Company and its predecessors. 
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Quintas's Personal Grievance 

The Proponent was an employee of Phillips Petroleum Company ("Phillips"), which 
merged with Conoco Inc. to form ConocoPhillips in 2000. The Proponent was employed from 
February 1, 1981 until his discharge for cause on October 29, 1990 (the "Termination"). 
Following his discharge almost twenty years ago, the Proponent has conducted an extensive, 
ongoing correspondence campaign directed toward numerous Company executives and the 
Board of Directors. In his continuing correspondence, the Proponent has accused the Company 
of improper discharge, harassment, discrimination and requested reinstatement and other 
compensation. Phillips negotiated with the Proponent in good faith in the past and has afforded 
him every avenue of appeal, including consideration of his grievances by members of Phillips's 
most senior management and its Audit Committee. The Audit Committee reviewed the 
Proponent's claim (but did not meet with him) at its meeting on July 9, 1995, and concluded the 
Proponent had been dealt with fairly in accordance with Phillips's policy and related procedures. 
However, the Proponent continued his correspondence campaign with the Audit Committee. In 
a letter dated November 8, 1999, which was directed to the attention of the Chairman of the 
Audit Committee, the Proponent reiterated that he sought "the settlement of accounts" with 
respect to his termination of employment from Phillips. He further indicated that "I await your 
approval to be received by the Audit Committee" and claimed that "[t]his is the twentieth 
appeal." 

Having failed in his attempts to resolve his meritless claims against the Company through 
internal processes, the Proponent has attempted to air his personal grievance through ten 
stockholder proposals and numerous other correspondence. While these attempts to redress the 
Proponent's personal grievance stem from the Termination and are not interests shared by other 
stockholders at large, the Company's stockholders continue to shoulder the expense of the 
Proponent's abuse of the stockholder proposal process. 

The Staff has previously concluded that Mr. Quintas's proposals for the 1996, 1998, 
1999,2000 and 2001 proxy materials of Phillips, and for the Company's 2005 proxy materials, 
could be omitted because they related to the "redress of a personal grievance against the 
Company or any other person, or... [were] designed to result in a benefit to [the Proponent], or to 
further a personal interest which is not shared by other stockholders at large." In addition, the 
Staff concluded that Mr. Quintas's proposal for the 2007 proxy materials could be omitted 
because Mr. Quintas failed to appear at the Company's 2006 Annual Meeting of Stockholders to 
present his proposal or provide an adequate excuse for his absence. 

a. Proponent's prior stockholder proposals 

The first proposal submitted by Mr. Quintas to Phillips explicitly referred to his personal 
grievance against Phillips in its supporting statement. Beginning in 1998, however, Mr. Quintas 
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refined his tactics by not directly referencing his personal grievance in his proposals. As 
described below, however, Mr. Quintas has continued to link his proposals to his grievance and 
has demanded termination payments from the Company as recently as 2005 in connection with 
the stockholder proposal process. Most recently, Proponent displayed his animosity against the 
Company in 2007 when he made his crude and offensive proposal concerning director 
qualifications. 

Here is a summary of the Proponent's proposals over the years: 

•	 1996 Stockholder Proposal. For Phillips's 1996 Annual Meeting of Stockholders, the 
Proponent sought to include a stockholder proposal mandating that stockholders vote for 
the election of directors and approval of the Company's independent auditors while also 
requesting that the Board of Directors present a plan to strengthen Phillips's code of 
ethics and equal opportunity policies (the "1996 Proposal"). In the supporting statement 
to the 1996 Proposal, the Proponent publicly presented his grievance against Phillips 
relating to the Termination. In this supporting statement, the Proponent set forth in 
extensive detail his version of the chronology of events leading up to and following his 
termination. Many of the items for which Quintas requested payment from the Company 
in the 2005 proxy season are described in the supporting statement for the 1996 Proposal. 

Phillips requested that the Commission concur that the 1996 Proposal could be omitted 
from Phillips's 1996 proxy materials. The Staff, by letter dated February 22, 1996, 
agreed with Phillips's position that the 1996 Proposal could be excluded from Phillips's 
1996 proxy materials pursuant to Rule 14a-8(c)(4) as it appears "to relate to the redress 
ofpersonal claim or grievance or [is] designed to result in a benefit to the proponent or 
further a personal interest, which benefit or interest is not shared with the other security 
holders at large (emphasis added)." The Proponent then requested that the Chief Counsel 
of the Commission reconsider the Staffs response, to which Vincent W. Mathis, Special 
Counsel of the Commission, responded, on March 19, 1996, that "we could find no basis 
to reconsider our position." 

•	 1998 Stockholder Proposal. For Phillips's 1998 Annual Meeting of Stockholders, the 
Proponent sought to include a stockholder proposal relating to the treatment of minority 
business partners and employees by Phillips (the "1998 Proposal"). The supporting 
statement to the 1998 Proposal admonished the Audit Committee, the committee 
responsible for reviewing the Proponent's termination, and complained of discrimination 
and unfair treatment within Phillips without specifically referencing the Proponent or his 
grievance. However, the Proponent sent the Staff a letter demonstrating the inter-related 
nature of his proposal and his personal grievance. Phillips requested that the Commission 
concur that the 1998 Proposal could be omitted from Phillips's 1998 proxy materials. 
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The Staffs response on March 3, 1998 agreed with Phillips's position that the 1998 
Proposal could be excluded from Phillips's 1998 proxy materials pursuant to Rule 14a
8(c)(4) as "there appears to be some basis for your view that the proposal may be 
excluded from the Company's proxy material pursuant to Rule 14a-8(c)(4) because it 
appears to relate to the redress ofpersonal claim or grievance or is designed to result in a 
benefit to the proponent or further a personal interest, which benefit or interest is not 
shared with the other security holders at large (emphasis added)." 

•	 1999 Stockholder Proposal. For Phillips's 1999 Annual Meeting of Stockholders, the 
Proponent sought to include a stockholder proposal relating to amending Phillips's 
bylaws to require shareholder approval prior to the "alienation" of assets exceeding a 
certain amount (the "1999 Proposal"). While the 1999 Proposal and its supporting 
statement did not directly refer to the Proponent's personal grievance, the Proponent sent 
a letter to the Audit Committee at about the same time requesting a hearing regarding his 
termination. Phillips requested that the Commission concur that the 1999 Proposal could 
be omitted from Phillips's 1999 proxy materials. The Staffs response on March 4, 1999 
agreed with Phillips's position that the 1999 Proposal could be excluded from Phillips's 
1999 proxy materials pursuant to Rule 14a-8(c)(4) as "there appears to be some basis for 
your view that the proposal may be excluded from the Company's proxy material 
pursuant to rule 14a-8(c)(4) because it appears to relate to the redress ofpersonal claim 
or grievance or is designed to result in a benefit to the proponent or further a personal 
interest, which benefit or interest is not shared with the other security holders at large 
(emphasis added)." 

•	 2000 Stockholder Proposal. For Phillips's 2000 Annual Meeting of Stockholders, the 
Proponent sought to include a stockholder proposal relating to the modification by 
Phillips of executive compensation for greater performance accountability (the "2000 
Proposal"). Again, while the 2000 Proposal and its supporting statement did not directly 
refer to the Proponent's personal grievance, the Proponent sent additional correspondence 
to the Audit Committee at about the same time seeking "to settle accounts" with respect 
to the termination of his employment by Phillips. Phillips requested that the Commission 
concur that the 2000 Proposal could be omitted from Phillips's 2000 proxy materials. The 
Staffs response on March 8, 2000 agreed with Phillips's position that the 2000 Proposal 
could be excluded from Phillips's 2000 proxy materials pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(4) as 
"there appears to be some basis for your view that Phillips may exclude the proposal 
under rule 14a-8(i)(4) as relating to the redress of a personal claim or grievance 
(emphasis added)." 

•	 2001 Stockholder Proposal. For Phillips's 2001 Annual Meeting, the Proponent sought 
to include a stockholder proposal requesting the annual issuance of Phillips's Midyear 
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Shareholder Report (the "2001 Proposal"). Again, the 2001 Proposal and its supporting 
statement had no overt tie to the Proponent's personal grievance. However, when Senior 
Counsel of Phillips sought to negotiate with the Proponent for the withdrawal of the 2001 
Proposal in a telephone conversation on January 9, 2001 (the "Settlement Demand 
Conversation"), the Proponent advised that he would consider withdrawing the proposal 
only if Phillips would reconsider settling accounts with respect to the termination of his 
employment. Phillips requested that the Commission concur that the 2001 proposal could 
be omitted from Phillips's 2001 proxy materials. The Staffs response on March 12, 
2001 agreed with Phillips's position that the 2001 Proposal could be excluded from 
Phillips's 2001 proxy materials pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(4) as "there appears to be some 
basis for your view that Phillips may exclude the proposal under rule 14a-8(i)(4) as 
relating to the redress ofa personal claim or grievance (emphasis added)." 

•	 2002 Stockholder Proposal. For Phillips's 2002 Annual Meeting of Stockholders, the 
Proponent sought to include another stockholder proposal relating to executive 
compensation (the "2002 Proposal"). Phillips requested that the Commission concur that 
the 2002 Proposal could be omitted from Phillips's 2002 proxy materials under rule 14a
8(i)(4). However, in 2002, the Staff did not agree that the 2002 Proposal could be 
excluded from Phillips's 2002 proxy materials. 

•	 2005 Stockholder Proposal. Following the merger between Conoco Inc. and Phillips, 
the Proponent sought to include a stockholder proposal in the proxy materials for the 
Company's 2005 Annual Meeting of Stockholders recommending that potential 
candidates with only the highest personal and petroleum qualifications, integrity and 
values be selected and recommended for election to the Board of Directors (the "2005 
Proposal"). The Proponent's correspondence relating to the 2005 Proposal made no 
reference to his dispute with the Company or Phillips, and the Company initially did not 
assert Rule 14a-8(i)(4) as a basis for excluding the 2005 Proposal from its proxy 
materials. 

However, on March 7, 2005, the Company received an additional correspondence from 
the Proponent (the "Settlement Demand Letter") indicating that he would not object to 
the omission of the 2005 Proposal from the proxy materials provided that the Company 
issue 3,237 shares ofthe Company's stock to the Proponent as "full compensation for the 
liability incurred by P.P.Co. with A. L. Quintas (ref. letter of Dec. 29,1998 to Mr. L. D. 
Homer, Chairman Audit Committee), and for which ConocoPhillips responds: (a) amount 
equivalent to 30 months of salary ($166,529.0) since P.P.Co. failed for 33 months, in 
breach of what had agreed to in writing, to arrange for the packing and shipping of 
Quintas' personal belongings and household goods from Houston to Portugal; (b) 
$304.25 in unpaid medical related expenses; (c) $1318 pertaining to a sofa shipping 
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damage; (d) $2118.0 in travel expenses to have said goods and belongings shipped." The 
Settlement Demand Letter is attached as Exhibit B. 

The Settlement Demand Letter clearly evidenced that the Proponent was abusing the 
stockholder proposal process in an attempt to cause the Company to accede to his 
demands for compensation relating to his personal grievance. Consequently, the 
Company requested that the Commission reconsider the Company's request to exclude 
the 2005 Proposal from the Company's 2005 proxy materials. The Staffs response on 
March 23, 2005 agreed with the Company's position that the 2005 Proposal could be 
excluded from the Company's 2005 proxy materials pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(4) as 
"there appears to be some basis for your view that ConocoPhillips may exclude the 
proposal under rule 14a-8(i)(4) as relating to the redress of a personal claim or 
grievance, or designed to result in a benefit to the proponent or further a personal interest, 
which benefit or interest is not shared with other security holders at large (emphasis 
added)." 

•	 2006 Stockholder Proposal. For ConocoPhillips's 2006 Annual Meeting of 
Stockholders, the Proponent sought to include a stockholder proposal relating to the 
compensation of non-employee directors of the Company (the "2006 Proposal"). 
ConocoPhillips requested that the Commission concur that the 2006 Proposal could be 
omitted from the Company's 2006 proxy materials under Rule 14a-8(i)(4). However, the 
Staff did not concur with the Company's request. 

Even though the Staff attempted to give the Proponent the benefit of the doubt in 2006 
(notwithstanding his long history of personal animosity against the Company), the 
Proponent showed his disregard for the stockholder proposal process by failing to attend 
the 2006 Annual Meeting, send a representative or provide a reasonable excuse for his 
absence. 

•	 2007 Stockholder Proposal. Not surprisingly, the Proponent made another stockholder 
proposal for ConocoPhillips's 2007 Annual Meeting of Stockholders (the "2007 
Proposal"). In the 2007 Proposal, the Proponent recommended that "the Committee on 
Directors' Affairs assess the qualifications of director nominees, it should probe in their 
moral. Nominees with a past record of child abuse or homosexual behavior should be 
dismissed." The 2007 Proposal is attached as Exhibit C. Again, at the stockholders' 
expense, ConocoPhillips was forced to request that the Staff concur that the 2007 
Proposal could be omitted from the 2007 proxy materials. While the Company did not at 
that time raise personal grievance and other grounds for excluding the 2007 Proposal 
(since the Company believed correctly that the Proponent's absence from the 2006 
stockholder meeting would make him ineligible to submit the 2007 Proposal or any 2008 
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proposal), it is clear that the nature of the 2007 Proposal was not of the type that is in the 
best interests of the stockholders beyond furthering the Proponent's personal interests in 
causing the 'Company to incur unnecessary burden and expense. The Staffs response on 
March 5, 2007 agreed with Phillips's position that the 2007 Proposal could be excluded 
from Phillips's 2007 proxy materials pursuant to Rule 14a-8(h)(3). 

b. Application ofRule 14a-(8)(i)(4) 

As was successfully asserted in Phillips's letters to the Commission with respect to the 
1996, 1998, 1999,2000 and 2001 Proposals, and again by the Company with respect to the 2005 
Proposal, there is no room to doubt that the Proponent has chosen the Company's annual 
meetings of stockholders as his forum for redressing his personal grievance with the Company 
and its predecessor. His established pattern of submitting stockholder proposals is part of an 
overall scheme to obtain redress for his grievance. The history of this situation is too long and 
too clear, and the Proponent's tactics often too crude and offensive, for the Company to be 
required to incur the cost, spend the time and suffer the distraction associated with his continuing 
stream of shareholder proposals. 

The Company believes that the 2009 Proposal -- with its focus on the possibility that 
directors could have criminal backgrounds -- indirectly impugns the board and thus is clearly 
linked to the Proponent's personal grievance. However, we also believe that the Staff should 
grant relief even if it does not view the wording of the 2009 Proposal as evidencing the grievance 
on its face. In this regard, the Staff has made clear in the 1982 Release and in responses to no
action letters that a proposal drafted in such a manner that it could relate to a matter of general 
interest of stockholders is nevertheless excludable "if it is clear from the facts ... that the 
proponent is using the proposal as a tactic designed to redress a personal grievance or further a 
personal interest." See MGM Mirage (available March 19, 2001) (a proposal that would require 
the company to adopt a written policy regarding political contributions and furnish a list of any 
of its political contributions was found to be excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(4) when submitted 
by a proponent who had filed a number of lawsuits against the company based on its decisions to 
deny the proponent credit at the company's casinos and, subsequently, to bar the proponent from 
the company's casinos); see also Sara Lee Corp. (available August 10, 2001) (permitting the 
exclusion of a proposal relating to the adoption of a policy that requires pre-approval of certain 
types of company payments where the proponent maintained a personal interest in a subsidiary 
which the company had sold and where the proponent participated in litigation relating to the 
subsidiary and adverse to the company). 

The facts surrounding the 2009 Proposal, like the circumstances surrounding the 
proposals in MGM Mirage and Sara Lee Corp., make it clear that the Proponent is using the 
2009 Proposal as a tactic designed to redress a personal grievance or further a personal interest. 
The Proponent's extensive history of confrontation with the Company stemming from the 
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Termination, including twenty appeals of his termination through 1999 and ten stockholder 
proposals which largely criticize or question the compensation structure and qualifications of the 
Company's board and management, is like the histories of strife in MGM Mirage (stemming 
from company's decision to deny the proponent credit and exclude the proponent from the 
company's establishment) and Sara Lee Corp. (stemming from the sale of the company's 
subsidiary in which the proponent held a personal interest). In each case, the overwhelming. 
history of confrontation between the company and the proponent makes clear that even though 
the stockholder proposals were drafted in such a manner that it could relate to a matter of general 
interest to stockholders, the proposals were instead a tactic implemented to harass the companies 
into acceding to the proponents' personal interests and demands, and (in the case of the 
Proponent) into offering a financial settlement to the Proponent in satisfaction of the Proponent's 
personal grievance. 

Other actions of the Proponent also demonstrate that the 2009 Proposal is nothing more 
than a tactic aimed to extract a financial settlement from the Company in satisfaction of the 
Proponent's personal grievance or, failing that, to impose cost and distraction on the Company. 
First, in each of the 1998, 1999 and 2000 proxy seasons, the Proponent sent correspondence 
referencing the payments he sought with respect to his termination by Phillips. Second, in the 
Settlement Demand Conversation and the Settlement Demand Letter, the Proponent specifically 
stated that he would agree to the omission of his 2001 and 2005 Proposals from the proxy 
materials if Phillips agreed to reconsider settlement of accounts (in 2001) or make a payment of 
Company stock to settle his grievance stemming from the Termination (in 2005) (i.e., payment 
for 33 months of back salary and various other amounts Proponent believed were owed to him). 
The Settlement Demand Conversation and the Settlement Demand Letter show that the 
Proponent's intent relating to his stockholder proposals is not that of general interest to all 
Company stockholders, but instead to settle his personal grievance. Finally, the Proponent's 
failure to attend the 2006 Annual Meeting of Stockholders to present the 2006 Proposal 
evidences his disinterest in the stockholder proposal process to any extent greater than it can be 
used as a tactic to further his personal interest against the Company. 

Viewing the 2009 Proposal in light of this long history of animosity, there can be little 
doubt that the 2009 Proposal is again aimed to settle the Proponent's claims stemming from the 
Termination (or in the absence thereof, to harass the Company and generally waste its resources). 
Accordingly, like the proposals in MGM Mirage. and Sara Lee Corp., the 2009 Proposal should 
be excludable from the Proxy Materials in accordance with Rule 14a-8(i)(4). 

c. Requestfor Future No-Action Relief 

We also ask that the Staff further concur that any such no-action relief granted pursuant 
to Rule 14a-8(i)(4) shall apply to any future submissions to ConocoPhillips of the same or a 
similar proposal by the Proponent, and that this letter be deemed to satisfy the Company's future 
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obligations under Rule 14a-8 with respect to the same or similar proposals submitted by the 
Proponent. The Staff has permitted companies to apply no-action responses to any future 
submissions of a same or similar proposal by a proponent where the proponent has a long
standing history of confrontation with a company, and that history is indicative of a personal 
claim or grievance within the meaning of Rule 14a-8(i)(4). See Division of Corporate Finance, 
Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14, July 13 2001 ("In rare circumstances, we may grant forward-looking 
relief if a company satisfies its burden of demonstrating that the shareholder is abusing rule 14a
8 by continually submitting similar proposals that relate to a particular personal claim or 
grievance."). 

In the 1982 Release, the Staff noted that the costs and time associated with dealing with 
similar proposals intended to further a personal claim or grievance do a disservice to the interests 
of stockholders as a whole. Each submission of a stockholder proposal by the Proponent 
unnecessarily diverts the resources of the Company as well as of the Staff to review essentially 
the same materials without a change in the result. In similar cases involving the same proponent 
continually submitting a personal grievance veiled as a stockholder proposal, the Staff has 
permitted its no-action advice to apply to future submissions of the same or similar proposals by 
this same proponent. See Cabot Corporation (available November 4, 1994) ("Cabot") 
(prospective relief granted when the same ex-employee submitted stockholder proposals eight 
times relating to the same personal claim and grievance stemming from the company's refusal to 
rehire the ex-employee); see also International Business Machine Corp. (available November 
22, 1995) ("IBM') (prospective relief granted when the same ex-employee who had a long 
history of confrontation with the company twice submitted a similar proposal relating to a 
personal claim or grievance); and General Electric Co. (available January 12, 2007) ("GE') 
(prospective relief granted when same ex-employee continually submitted similar proposals 
relating to fitness of the company's management). 

Like the circumstances warranting prospective no-action relief in Cabot, IBM and GE, 
the 2009 Proposal was submitted by a disgruntled ex-employee (the Proponent) who has a long 
history of endeavoring to redress a personal employment grievance through any available 
avenues. Proponent has himself stated in writing that he appealed the termination of his 
employment to Company officers and directors twenty times in the years 1990 through 1999 
alone. Similarly, the 2009 Proposal is the latest in a series of ten shareholder proposals that the 
Proponent has submitted to ConocoPhillips (or its predecessor) in attempt to pursue his dispute 
with the Company on a different front. His shareholder proposal campaign has included crude 
and offensive tactics (as evidenced by the 2007 Proposal stating that "[n]ominees [for director] 
with a past record of child abuse or homosexual behavior should be dismissed"), as well as two 
offers (verbal in 2001 and written in 2005) to withdraw his then current shareholder proposal in 
exchange for the Company's acceptance of his settlement demands in his employment matter. 
Further, like the pattern of proposals in Cabot, IBM and GE, the 2009 Proposal is similar to 
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Proponent's past proposals in that it is formulated solely as a tactic to harass the Company, and 
to cause the Company to offer a financial settlement to the Proponent to settle the Proponent's 
personal grievance (or, failing that, waste shareholder resources in the proxy process). 
Consequently, ConocoPhillips respectfully requests the concurrence of the Staff that it will not 
recommend enforcement action if the Company excludes from all future proxy materials all 
future proposals of the Proponent that are identical to or similar to the 2009 Proposal as was 
granted in Cabot, IBM and GE. 

II. The 2009 Proposal May Be Excluded Pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(10). 

Under Rule 14a-8(i)(10), a stockholder proposal may be excluded if the company has 
already substantially implemented the proposal. According to the Commission, this provision "is 
designed to avoid the possibility of shareholders having to consider matters which already have 
been favorably acted upon by the management." See Exchange Act Release No. 34-12598 (July 
7, 1976). The Staff does not required companies to implement every detail of a proposal to 
warrant exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(10). See SEC Release No. 34-200091 (August 16, 1983). 
Rather, a company need only have appropriately addressed the concerns underlying a proposal. 
In this regard, the 1982 Release notes that it is not necessary that the actions called for by a 
proposal be "fully effected" in order for the proposal to be excluded under Rule 14a-8(i)(10). 
All that is required is that the requested action has been "substantially implemented" by a 
company. The Staff instructs that "a determination that the company has substantially 
implemented the proposal depends upon whether its particular policies, practices and procedures 
compare favorably with the guidelines of the proposal." 

The Staff has granted no-action relief pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(10) when company has 
established guidelines that appropriately address the concerns underlying a shareholder proposal. 
See Masco Corp. (available March 29, 1999) (shareholder proposal requesting the adoption of 
certain qualifications for outside directors was moot and excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) 
when the company had already substantially instituted such requirements); see also Texaco, Inc. 
(available March 28, 1991) (shareholder proposal requesting new company environmental 
policies and practices was substantially implemented and thus excludable pursuant to Rule 14a
8(i)(10) despite some differences between the company's current guidelines and the specific 
request of the proposal). 

The Company has already substantially implemented the 2009 Proposal as demonstrated 
by the following: 

•	 It is the Company's policy to run a criminal background check on all director candidates 
in connection with their initial nomination for election. The results of the background 
checks are furnished to the Company's Committee on Directors' Affairs for review as 
part of the Committee's assessment of director candidates. 
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•	 The Company's Annual Director and Officer Questionnaire requires disclosure of 
criminal proceedings in accordance with Regulation S-K. 

•	 The Company's 2007 proxy statement describes the criteria for identifying and 
nominating new directors as follows: "The Committee identifies, investigates and 
recommends to the Board director candidates with the goal of creating balance of 
knowledge, experience and diversity... Potential directors should possess the highest 
personal and professional ethics, integrity and values, and be committed to 
representing the long-term interests of the Company's stockholders." (Emphasis added.) 
As noted above, criminal background checks are conducted and reviewed by the 
Committee as part of this process. 

•	 Similarly, the Company's corporate governance guidelines state that the Committee on 
Directors' Affairs "is responsible for reviewing with the Board, on an annual basis, the 
requisite skills and characteristics of potential new Board members as well as the 
composition of the Board as a whole. This assessment will include members' 
qualification as independent, as well as consideration of character, judgment, diversity, 
age, skills, including financial literacy, and experience in the context of the needs of the 
Board". (Emphasis added.) 

Thus, the Committee on Directors' Affairs already considers the same criteria referred to 
in the 2009 Proposal when evaluating director nominees. Although the Company's policies do 
not contain an explicit bar on the nomination of candidates with a criminal record (as the 2009 
Proposal requests), the Company believes that its policies are substantially similar to the 2009 
Proposal in practice and that the 2009 Proposal is excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) and the 
Masco Corp. and Texaco, Inc. letters referred to above. 

CONCLUSION 

Based upon the foregoing analysis, it is respectfully submitted that the 2009 Proposal may be 
omitted from ConocoPhillips' Proxy Materials. Your confirmation that the Staff will not 
recommend enforcement action if the 2009 Proposal is omitted from the Proxy Materials is 
respectfully requested. We also ask that if the Staff concurs that the Company may exclude the 
2009 Proposal from its Proxy Materials, that such no-action relief shall apply to any future 
submissions to ConocoPhillips of the same or a similar proposal by the Proponent, and that this 
letter be deemed to satisfy the Company's future obligations under Rule 14a-8 with respect to the 
same or similar proposals submitted by the Proponent. 

* * * 
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If you have any questions, require further information, or wish to discuss this matter,
please call me at 312-861-2181. My facsimile number for future correspondence is 312-861
2200.

Sincerely,

[4;Wl
Keith S. Crow, P.C.

Enclosures

cc: Antonio L. Quintas
    

 
    
 

Nathan P. Murphy
ConocoPhillips

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 



EXHIBIT A
 

The 2009 Proposal
 

See attached. 
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The Settlement Demand Letter
 

See attached. 



March 7, 2005

Mr. J. J. Kulva
PreSident and C.R.O.
conocoPhill1ps
600 North DaiJ;y Ashford
Houston, Texas 77079
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Re: Shareholder Proposal of A. L. Ouin"tas to the 2005 Annual Meeting

Dear Mr. Mulva:

Regarding the Securities and Bxchang'e commission. denial of
ConocoPhillips request (S.B.C. letter of Feb. 24, 2005) and the
unanimous decision of .the Board to recommend a vote against the
proposal (Ms. E. A. COok" s letter of Feb. 16, 2005). I would not

. object.to the ondssion of the proposal 1n reference from the
.Company·s 2005 proxy materials, providing that:

1) The COrporate GOvernance Guidelines on Director QUalifications
were, in due course. revised not only to underline financial
literacy, but the areas highlighted by the Board in the statement of
opposition: ......accOWlt and finance, management. domestic and
international . markets. leadership, and oil and gas rel,ated
industries ..•".

2) 3237 shares of conocoPhillips were credited    estor
Services .. account key: QUlntas-A-L, .investor ID  

~he ·shares (3237 X S52.6) represent full compensation for the
'liability incmred by P.'P.Co. with A. L. OUintas ( ret. letter of

. Dec. 29, 1998 to Hr. L. D. Horner, Chairman Audit COJllllitteeL arid
tor Which ConocoPhillips responds: a) amount equivalent to 30 months
of salarY ( S166,529.0) since P.P.Co. failed for 33 months, in
breach of what had agreed to in writing, to arrange for the packing
and shipping of QUintas' personal belong-ings' and household' goods
from Houston to Portugal; b) $304.25 in unpaid medical related
'expenses: c) S1318 pertaining to a sofa shipping damage; d) S2118.0
in travel expenses to have said goods and belongings shipped.

I hope the above meets with your approval, and look forward to
receiving a positive reply, as well as. the 2005 proxy documents
expurgated of the proposal and opposing statementl

very truly yours, ,

~------{~

A. L. QUintas
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The 2007 Proposal
 

See attached. 
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November 10. 2006

COrporate Secretary
ConocoPhil1ips
600 Borth Dairy Asht'ord
Houston. T~s 77079

Dear Sir/Madam.

I be.r8by sUbDJit the following proposal to be included in the Proxy
statement to be vot~ at 2007 Annual Meeting.

I confirm that: I am a registered sbarehold~ ~ I in'teBd to hol.d a:t
least S2.000 in market: value throUgh the date of the 2007 Annual
Jlleet1ng of Shareholders.

PROPOSAL

Hally investors believe that: 'the real value of a CQmI?Em:Y can no longer
be assessed efficiently on the basis of tradit.too.al fi~al ana1Ys~s.

One of the criteria to determine the intang1iu-e. vaJ.ue is 'the capacity
for self-regulation. Clients.• 'shareholders .and "tbe soc1et:y at large.·
expect: froJD the Board of Con.ocoPhillips .not onlY the highest ethics.
but the blghest n.oral_
In . this regard. the ~rpo:tate QOV"~e GU1deliJaes on "the
qualifiCations of the Directors inc·1udes on;Ly ~ GotU~ldaratltm o'f

.cb~ • it om!'tts the highest moral.

Thus. it 1'5 recommended t:o the Board. th~t WAen the CoDlIli:t1:ee on
Directors" Affairs assess 'the qualifications of direator nOlll1nees.it
should probe .in their moral. HoaUnees 11d.~h a ~t: .1'eeerl1 -of chil~

abuse or homosexual behavior should be diSDlissed.

BlIJ) OF PROPOsM.

You never replied "t;o '.y fax of !'Jay 9. 2006. COUld you please be so
kind to confi~ the action requested?

Very truly yours.

A. L. Ouintas
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